MacKillop Cross is a reminder for Aussies

Family, faith and heritage shaped our first saint, writes Tracey Edstein.

MacKillop Cross

Two weeks ago, the Mary MacKillop Cross visited our region, spending time at Sacred Heart Cathedral, St Joseph’s Convent Lochinvar and St Patrick’s Church Singleton.

The Cross was an inititation of the Knights of the Southern Cross, an order of Catholic men with families and careers who make time in their lives for fellowship and faith based activities. The Knights of the Southern Cross are inPenola. No doubt OH&S is a factor here. In NSW, driver Greg Briscoe-Hughes’ “route” is his uncle, Leo McNemar, formerly of Newcastle. Greg is a dedicated man: beginning a new job recently, he explained that he had committed himself to be a custodian of the Cross, so he needed leave without pay. It was granted.

Greg jokes that his driving leads to prayer. “Do you want to be a bit more worn, a little less polished, like that tiny schoolhouse in Penola? No doubt OHS is a factor here. In NSW, driver Greg Briscoe-Hughes’ “route” is his uncle, Leo McNemar, formerly of Newcastle. Greg is a dedicated man: beginning a new job recently, he explained that he had committed himself to be a custodian of the Cross, so he needed leave without pay. It was granted.
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